Chem 20 Unit A  Bonding

POS Checklist:

Lewis
Dot
Diagrams

You will...
use electron dot diagrams to support and explain ionic
bonding theory.
draw electron dot diagrams.

and

define the term electronegativity and ionic bond

Electronegativity

describe bonding as a continuum ranging from complete
electron transfer to equal sharing of electrons.

Aug 2012:38 PM

Aug 2012:42 PM

Review:
a) What is ionic bonding?

http://www.periodicvideos.com/#

b) How do atoms become ions?

c) Why are ions attracted to each other?

Sep 33:51 PM

Aug 201:03 PM

Atomic Theory and Valence Electrons
Chemical reactions only involve the outer or valence
electrons of an atom.
valence electron

We must learn more about this valence level.

Sep 1710:17 AM

Gilbert Newton Lewis
 studied the role of valence
electrons
 devised a system for
drawing them out called
"Lewis Structures" or "Lewis
Dot Diagrams".

The LDD is an extremely helpful model to help us
understand how atoms bond.

Aug 201:08 PM
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When we draw a LDD, we only draw in the valence
electrons. The rest, which do not bond, are omitted.

Rule 1: The valence level of an atom contains four
orbitals. An orbital is an area in space where an electron
is likely to be found.

Recall we can determine how many valence electrons an
atom has from the trends in the periodic table.

Fe

Orbitals

H

Weird Sheet: The exception to this rule is hydrogen and helium, which
have only one orbital in their valence level.

Aug 201:14 PM

Rule 2: Each orbital may contain 0, 1 or 2 electrons. This
means that two (but no more than 2) electrons can occupy
the same region of space at the same time.

Sep 1710:24 AM

Rule 3: Electrons will fill empty orbitals before pairing
into twos (due to electrostatic forces).

Fe

1 electron

0 electrons

2 electrons

Sep 1710:31 AM

Rule 4: A maximum of 8 electrons can occupy the
valence level. This is known as the octet rule.

Ne

Sep 1710:37 AM

Sep 1710:34 AM

Paired electrons are not used to form bonds (for now).
These electrons are called lone pairs.

Fe

Unpaired electrons are used in
chemical reactions to form bonds.
These are called bonding
electrons.

Sep 1710:40 AM
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To construct a diagram, follow these steps:
1. Write the symbol for the atom. This represents the
nucleus and the inner filled energy levels of the atom
that do not participate in bonding.

2. Dots represent the valence electrons. The dots fill
the 4 sides of the symbol one by one.
first, place one dot on each
side of the symbol.
beginning with the 5th dot,
start to pair the dots up.

O

2e

O

8p+
8n

Sep 1710:45 AM

The unpaired dots are called bonding electrons. These
are the electrons which take place in reactions.

C

ex) Draw the electron dot diagram for each atom.
a) carbon

b) calcium

c) nitrogen

d) chlorine

Sep 163:15 PM

The Noble Gases
The noble gases do not form chemical bonds because
they contain only lone pairs (hence their valence
orbitals are full).

Practice: Draw Lewis Dot Diagrams for the first
three noble gases.

carbon has four bonding electrons

The paired electrons are called lone pairs. They rarely
take place in reactions.

Br
bromine has 3 lone pairs

Sep 163:20 PM

Practice:

Sep 163:24 PM

In ionic bonding, the valence electrons are exchanged
between atoms.

1. Draw LDD for each of the elements in period 2 and
period 3 of the periodic table.
2. Describe any trends you see in the diagrams.
3. How is the number of bonding electrons connected
to the charge on the ions from group I  VII?

Sep 163:26 PM

The atoms hold the electrons in the first levels most
strongly as they are closer to the center of the atom.
The atom holds the valence electrons quite loosely
because they are so far away.
Some atoms hold onto these valence electrons better
than others. The ability to hold onto an electron is
described using electronegativity.

Aug 201:07 PM
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In general, electronegativity increases as we move up
and to the right in the periodic table.

Electronegativity
 the ability to attract electrons

Linus Pauling devised a scale
which appears on the periodic
table describing each atom's
electronegativity.

Francium has the lowest
electronegativity at 0.7

Aug 201:40 PM

Fluorine has the greatest
electronegativity at 4.0

Aug 201:45 PM

Electronegativity in Bonding
Imagine that two atoms, each with an orbital
containing a bonding electron, come close to one
another. Each needs one electron to fill their
valence.

Electronegativity is also related to chemical
reactiveness. The more electronegative an atom, the
more reactive it will be.

Aug 201:47 PM

Aug 201:50 PM

Both atoms want the electrons, but the atom that will
take the electrons is the one with the greater
electronegativity.

Na

+

Sodium has an electronegativity of
0.9. It will lose an electron to
become a positive ion.

Cl



Chlorine has an electronegativity
of 3.2. It will gain an electron to
become a negative ion,

Sep 1712:51 PM

An exchange of electron is about to take place, but
who will lose the electron and who will gain it?

Na

+

Cl



The ions are now held together because of electrostatic
forces. One is positive, the other negative, so they
attract.

When an electron transfer
like this takes place, an ionic
bond is formed.

Sep 1712:56 PM
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How much of a difference is
needed to exchange an electron?

But what happens when the atoms are evenly matched
in electronegativity?

Cl

Question!

>1.7
If the electronegativity between two
atoms is more than 1.7, an electron is
exchanged and an ionic compound is
formed.

electronegativity = 3.0

<1.7
If the difference in electronegativities is smaller than
1.7, the atoms will form a covalent bond.

H
H H +
O = O
H
electronegativity = 2.1
electronegativity = 3.5

Cl = Cl Cl
electronegativity = 3.0

Because the electronegativities are the same, neither
atom can take the electrons. The atoms have to share.

A bond where the electrons are shared is
called a covalent bond.

Sep 171:20 PM

However, the electronegativities do not have to be
exactly the same.

+

Sep 1712:59 PM

To Sum Up:
 LDD can be used to show the arrangement of
valence electrons in an atom.
 only valence electrons are used in bonding
 the exchange of electrons forms an ionic bond
 the sharing of electrons forms a covalent bond

ex)

We will look at these bonds in more detail later.

Sep 171:22 PM

 electronegativities determine how electrons will
react in bonding
 difference of >1.7 = ionic (transfer electron)
 difference of < 1.7 = covalent bond (shared
electron)

Aug 202:06 PM

Next: On to Ionic and Covalent Bonding

Aug 201:54 PM
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